ADDENDUM 1

To: All Interested Proposers

From: Linda Gonzalez, Inventory Bid Technician

Date: July 23, 2008

Subject: RFP # 08-106, (RFP) Automated Screening, Assessing and Case Management Tool for Juvenile Probation Department

The Purchasing Department received questions relating to the above referenced proposal; the response to the following question:

1. How many people will use the Juvenile Probation Case Management System? This number is needed to provide licensing costs for the software?
   Approximately 58

2. Has there been any addendum released for this RFP?
   No

3. Typically with software RFP’s there is a functionality matrix the vendors are asked to respond too. Are there any other documents besides the pdf document, and those it contains that need to be filled out by responding vendors?
   No

4. Is it possible to have a Word version of the RFP to facilitate an easier response?
   Yes, got to our web-site at www.epcounty.com, click on bids & more, click on RFP # 08-106, word version.

5. On page 19 item 16 states that a performance bond is required for all Public Work Construction contracts. Is this contract considered a Public Works Constructions Contract?
   No.
6. Has this project been funded? If so how; budget, grant?
   Yes, funds are available in the Department’s Special Revenue Account.

7. Page 5 item B. Required Documents to be submitted with Bid proposal, ask for several assessment and screening reports. Can you please provide examples of what you are using now?
   We do not currently have any assessments or screening reports in place.

8. What was the date this RFP was posted on your website and/or made available for vendors?
   July 18, 2008 it was posted on the website and mailed to vendors-Who have submitted a prior bid or had fill out the vendors form.

9. I would like to request an extension of the due date for this RFP of at least two weeks.
   Request for an extension has been denied.